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Nintendo switch online family plan upgrade

Nintendo Switch is not only incredibly successful, the little hybrid console from Nintendo also happens to be one of the best and most versatile gaming platforms you can buy today. As a standalone device is already worth every penny, but you can get more from Switch by paying for a subscription to the Nintendo Switch Online service. Online game Basic Nintendo Switch Online service subscription value offer, of course, is the ability
to play games online. Without subscription you will only play in single player mode and games that are only online in nature, you will not be able to play at all! Cloud game saves the switch is a portable system, making it much more likely that you can lose or break it while out and about. Digital games can always be downloaded again, and Switch cartridges are unlikely to break, but your game progress is irreplaceable. If you subscribe
to the Nintendo Switch Online service, you can back up your saved games in the cloud each time you sign in to the Internet. Now there is a big warning! A particular game needs to support cloud saving to take advantage of this feature, so make sure that the games you care about list cloud saving as a feature. Voice chat features Voice Chat is a pretty standard feature of online games these days. All you have to do is connect the
headset to your computer or console, and you can also have rude kids screaming profanity in your ear in minutes. Not so nintendo switch. It is not clarified that the console does not support headphones at all. You can use a regular set of headphones, but USB-C, Bluetooth and wired headphones are no-no. If you pay a subscription fee, Nintendo has a solution to voice chat. This requires a Nintendo app and a smartphone that allows
you to chat with other players. Honestly, this is a pretty clunky way to get voice chat games. You can also use an alternative, such as Discord, that you can use for free. Access to the classic games Nintendo Switch unfortunately lacks any form of virtual console, as was the case with past Nintendo machines. On older Nintendo consoles, you can buy classic NES, SNES, N64 and other classic games so you can play them on newer
hardware. The only way to play classic Nintendo games, other than re-release, is to subscribe to the online service, as it provides access to Switch Online NES and SNES applications. These apps offer curated collections of classic games from the first two nintendo home consoles. You can't choose which titles are included, but Nintendo periodically adds more games at no extra cost. In addition, the included names include some
well-loved names. For the side of things, you'll find Mario Bros 1-3, Legend of Zelda and other heavy hitters from nintendo catalog. The selection of SNES such as Zelda: Link to the Past, Mario Kart and Star Fox 2. A name that can only be found Classic, never released in the original hardware. Given what Nintendo previously calculated for these names, and the fact that you had to re-buy them with each new console, subscription-
based gaming libraries are incredibly good price and quality. The deal will also only be better with time as new names and (possibly) new systems are added. Exclusive controllers As a Nintendo Online subscriber, you can access special official retro controllers that can only be ordered by those who own the club. These controls are designed to give you a more authentic experience when playing classic games. In fact, the standard
Switch Joy Cons and Pro controllers are perfect for these classic games. In addition, you can buy very nice third-party classic controllers from companies like 8BitDo, which are 100% Switch compatible, cost less and work perfectly. Definitely not a selling point for the service unless you're a particularly heavy Nintendo fan. Game coupons Although a member of the Nintendo Switch Online service does not give you access to special
discounts in the same way as, say, Playstation Plus, it can save you money. Nintendo has introduced a list of digital coupons to select games. You buy a coupon at a set price and then you can have any two games from the list. You can also claim one game now and then use another voucher when another supported game is released. As long as it is within one year of purchase. How much money this saves you is different, because
not all of these games have the same retail price. However, you'll typically save about $20 for each pair of games you've purchased. Just pay attention to the normal price so that you do not waste coupons in cheaper games. What does it cost? Like most online services, the longer you pay in advance, the less things end up working like that. If you want to pay each month, you have to stump up to $3.99 at the time of writing. Three
months will cost you $7.99 and the full year will cost about $19.99. Going to the annual plan will help you save almost twenty-eight bucks. So obviously it's best to go. Don't forget that there is a 7-day free trial that you can sign up for before committing, and four money isn't too much for another four weeks if you just can't decide whether it's for you or not. If you have more than one switch at home with multiple players, the family plan is
absolutely fantastic for the deal. For $34.99 per month you can cover eight Nintendo accounts per year. You can figure out how to make the best of it yourself, but it works up to a miniscule $4.30 per bill for the whole year. What you don't need to switch online No every game needs a Switch Online service subscription to use online multiplayer services. Free-to-play hits like Fortnite and Paladins can be downloaded and played by any
with internet connection, do not pay anything nintendo. Games that don't require a Nintendo Online subscription subscription usually clearly say this in the eShop description or on your official home page. Obviously, you also don't need a subscription to join Nintendo's eShop and buy games digitally. This is just a multiplayer aspect of most games that require this subscription. You don't need a Nintendo Online subscription for games
that support local multiplayers. For example, a game like Torchlight II or Mario Party will allow you to play with friends who bring your switches together without a Nintendo Online subscription or, indeed, an internet connection. So you have everything you currently receive as part of a Nintendo Online subscription. Of course, whether these features are worth the money depends entirely on how much you value them. We hope that
Nintendo will sweeten the deal over time, but since this is Nintendo we are talking about it not telling you when or how. Is Nintendo Switch Online Service Worth It? Ok, so by summing up the value offer here and finding out if this service is for you. If you want to play games online that require subscriptions, it is a no-brainer. You should go to the service and have a blast with your friends who are too far away local for multiplayer. If you
are a retro-game lover and there are a collection of names you want to play nes and snes, then the $20 per year portable classic games collection is stolen. So that just really is the reason to pay the tax. If you are going to buy two or more games from the list of coupons in a given year, then the money you save already pays for the year of individual membership, so they are free. So that's also a good scenario and many of us are going
to buy two AAA Nintendo games a year from this list. In this case, it's free money. Cloud saves are another killer feature, but it's not enough in itself to make the service worth it, but if you value your save games for more than $20 a year, then by all means pull the trigger. In general, a Subscription to Nintendo Switch Online services is worth the money for most users, and you should at least give a week-long trial before completely
rejecting it. Editor's Note: This review has been updated to reflect some of the ongoing changes to Nintendo Switch Online. Nintendo's long-awaited Switch Online service is finally here, but is it all cracked up to be? Well, no. But is it worth $20? It's a different story. Nintendo Switch Online emphasizes five features: online game, NES app, Nintendo Switch Online smartphone app, Save Data Cloud and special offers. Before we
systematically break down what all this means to you, let's look at how much it costs. How much is Nintendo Switch Online Individual MembershipFamily Membership (up to 8 account holders)1 month $3,993 Months $7.99 (Save $3.98)12 Months $19.99 (Save $27.98)$ 34.99 If you decide to sign up for Nintendo Switch Online, we highly recommend getting one annual subscriptions, as you save a beautiful beautiful Not to mention the
fact that every year subscribers (family or person) get access to exclusive content (more on this later). How to get Nintendo Switch Online for FreeNintendo offers a 7-day free trial version of Switch Online that is easy to activate. First, you go to Nintendo eShop, select Nintendo Switch Online and click Free Trial (the option won't appear if you've already used it in that account). Once you choose a membership and choose a payment
method, you'll have seven days to get all the socializing that you can from your body. If you decide not to continue switch online, just remember to cancel the automatic update seven days ago. Nintendo Switch OnlineYes, you get for a service that used to be free, but from Nintendo's point of view this business model makes sense. The company could not charge its players for a service that lacked names, so it had to wait for Switch to
build a beautiful, thin library. Not to mention that the competition - Xbox Live and PlayStation Plus - charge for the same service, so why not Nintendo? However, it annoys me, as a user, that Fortnite does not require the Nintendo service to be played online. While this may seem like an act of kindness (and it is), it actually reduces Nintendo's services. The company has attributed the price online, but this value is thrown out the window
of Fortnite, which is arguably the largest online name for nintendo console at the moment. MORE: The best Nintendo Switch platformersDecision is a mistake in Nintendo's business, and a misunderstanding of how consumers think. When some games require Switch Online and others don't, it can get frustrating because more games come through like Warframe.Save Data CloudSaving in the cloud is definitely the main attraction of
this service, but it really shouldn't be. Nintendo basically kidnaps your cloud saves and asks for ransom money to bring them home safely. Keep in mind that this is also the case if you have a microSD card because you still can't create resources for that. And worse is the fact that the company is going to ask for that money every subscription cycle, and if you don't pay, your saves are as good as dead. So if your switch crashes when
renewing your subscription, you'll need to re-assemble those 999 moons. This system is ridiculous, and that's where Nintendo has to follow in the footsteps of its competitors once. Xbox Live offers free cloud saving without a subscription, and while PS Plus charges a fee, both services allow you to transfer data to a USB stick. MORE: Fortnite is a Switch! As you get NowOn on top of Nintendo Switch Online's bizarre save model, some
games can't be backed up whatsoever, including Nintendo's own Splatoon 2. The company says this is designed to prevent fraud. However, competitive players are working relentlessly to sort out and get better gear in games like Splatoon 2, so Nintendo Nintendo it is to acknowledge that the effort comes with a better solution. NES ClassicsIf cloud saves wasn't such a big thing, the NES classic would have been the biggest selling
point. To launch, Nintendo provides 20 NES games including Legend of Zelda, Super Mario Bros. and Donkey Kong. Games can be played solo, with certain names, as well as allowing two players to place a co-op and even joined online co-op. Even in single-player games, NES allows you to pass the controller to an online player for effective succession. However, only the host of the session will be able to keep the saved game. All
games are available through Nintendo's specific NES app, which can be downloaded from Nintendo eShop.Similar to nes classic console, the program allows you to choose from different visual filters, as well as create stop points for each game. Nintendo plans to add more games each month. The company has since added 11 new tites: Solomon Key, Super Dodgeball, NES Open Tournament Golf, Adventures of Lolo, Metroid,
Mighty Bomb Jack, Ninja Gaiden, Wario's Woods, TwinBee, Blaster Master and The Legend of Zelda II.There is one small warning, but for players who are always on the road. If the Nintendo Switch is not connected to the Internet after seven days, access to the NES application will be locked. MORE: Switch's NES controllers are ripoff (And you can do better)In general, this service looks a little outdated compared to Xbox Live Gold
and PlayStation Plus, which offer free comparison new AAA games each month. But $20 a year for the NES gaming library, which is included in the month after month is a sweet deal – if you're into retro titles. Nintendo Switch Online Smartphone AppWhile I could write 3000 words about why gamers shouldn't use their smartphones just to access voice chat, I avoid busting a blood vessel and actually deal with what we have. Nintendo
Switch Online program currently supports four games - Mario Tennis Aces, ARMS, Mario Kart 8 Deluxe, Splatoon 2 and Super Smash Bros. Ultimate - as well as the NES program. When you start online game mode, the program asks if you want to enter a conversation. The quality of the voice is actually quite decent, but the problem is that the conversation acts like a game chat and everything; there is no option to send a message or
even a private conversation with friends. On the other hand, Nintendo includes a unique feature called Game-Specific Services. The only game he supports so far is Splatoon 2, and it provides access to ratings, scene information, personal statistics and SplatNet Gear Shop.MORE: The new NES controllers for the switch is the Must For Classic GamingThis tool is actually pretty cool and useful because it can link you to your game
when you're not playing. If Nintendo had prioritised this kind of service rather than focusing on voice chats through the app, I think it would have been much more useful Because if the conversation has not yet been implemented in the game, you better believe that we are weighing up OffersI thought it would be difficult for Nintendo to mess up its special offering program, which is specifically designed to provide interesting offers or
content. But boy, I was wrong. First, we can break down NES controllers: they can only be used with NES games. Even if you want them, they only make one purchase for membership and cost a whopping $59 (approaching $79 retail prices for fully functional Joy-Cons). Nintendo has also announced exclusive game equipment Splatoon 2. Awesome, isn't it? With the exception of this particular privilege, it is exclusive to members with
a 12-month subscription. To be clear, nintendo subscription service is not set to a step; it depends on when you renew your subscription. But Nintendo works as if the longer your subscription, the more rewards you get. MORE: Nintendo Switch review: like Nintendo Won Me BackTherefore, Nintendo not only isolates players without subscriptions, but also players with subscriptions that are in a one-month or three-month cycle. Of
course, you could just say get an annual plan then; it's cheaper anyway. However, people who pay for the same service should not be treated differently. What missingNintendo online service is quite cheap, but lacks some features in its competitors' offer. I would like to see an achievement/trophy system and more classic systems like SNES or N64. We also badly need a specific, universal batch system similar to Xbox Live or
PlayStation Network. Hopefully most of these features will decrease at some point, but they would have made Switch Online a more compelling day to buy. Is Nintendo Switch Online Worth It? Despite my burning complaints, Nintendo Switch Online is fully worth $20 a year. Even if you don't plan to play online, the ability to back up your data is incredibly important for your well-being. I won't take the opportunity to have my switch or
game cassette one day fall dead, deleting all 160 hours of the game in my Legend of Zelda: Breath of the Wild myself. In addition, the opportunity to play classic NES is quite attractive. What Switch Online is really going for it now is its price, as $20 a year is one-third of the price that competitors charge. While it offers only one-third of the content, as competitors do now, that may change when Nintendo runs out of sleds. Credit:
Nintendo Nintendo
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